For EPC Packet regarding the review of Overture Apartments: August 13th, 2020
Dear EPC,
I agree with the staff report assessment that the 3 story building does not meet
the view regulations and should be denied. A 3 story building does not belong
along a view corridor designated to protect views. The prior approval for this site
were 2 story town homes, with a 24ft. height. This is much more appropriate for
this location along a view corridor.
I want to clear up two misconceptions.
1)
The first misconception is a few references I have seen recently in the staff
report (pg. 15) and other land use applications referring to Coors Blvd. as a
Premium Transit Area. This is not the case. Councilor Sanchez introduced an
amendment in 2017 to remove Coors Blvd. from the Premium Transit designation.
Coors Blvd. is a Major Transit corridor, not a Premium Transit Corridor. Coors is
also a high capacity, limited access, principle arterial roadway, to move traffic
quickly. It is a suburban type corridor with limited transit service. The Westside
does not have the infrastructure to support a Premium transit corridor nor do we
want Coors Blvd. to be a Premium transit corridor. There are limited amount of
river crossings and no grid system to handle intense transit oriented type
development, as seen in a downtown setting. Councilor Sanchez introduced an
amendment in 2017 to the ABC-Z Comp Plan to remove Coors Blvd. from the
Premium Transit designation. As a result, City Council removed the Premium
transit designation, and maintained Coors as a Major Transit corridor in the ABC-Z
Comprehensive Plan.
See Councilor Sanchez's Amendment below:
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See Comp Plan tables below with list of corridor designations including Major
transit. Note: Coors is a Major Transit Corridor NOT a Premium Transit Corridor.
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The following table shows that a major transit corridor can either be: urban, rural
or suburban. Coors fits into the suburban development context:

2)
The second misconception was the illustration presented at the facilitated
meeting. The illustration shown at the facilitated meeting showed a nice looking
building facing Coors Blvd. with the mountain behind it. The July 9th/EPC staff
report contained the proposed elevation drawings that show that this was not the
case. The site plan elevations in the staff report show the actual west elevation
correctly facing Coors. The western elevation is very plain. This was misleading at
the facilitated meeting. The colored rendering below with the mountain behind
it, is actually the east building elevation which faces the mountain. This colored
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rendering faces Antequera road not Coors Blvd:

The west elevation shown below is the back side of the building which faces Coors
Blvd. See below:
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